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A JUSTIFICATION FOR IMPLEMENTING A MONETARY INCENTIVE PLAN
FOR ALL SAIARIID EMPLOYEES

INTRODOCTION

Is the hunan being the most important corporate resource or are
corporations just paying lip service when they suggest this? 'Ihe proof
canes in what they do, not what they say. 'Ihe corporate shareholders
(especially the anployees) know that actions taken or not taken
represent the real priorities. How is the hunan resource handled in
the decision-making process?
Carmenting on the interface between the hunan resource and the
organization, Crawford H. Greenewalt, Chairman of the Board of E. I.
duPont, once said:
"The difference between the notably successful
institution and one whose record is simply runof-the-mill is seldan very great. It does not
consist of brilliant and inspired flashes of genius
-- certainly not over a considerable period of
time.

The difference rather is in the snall

increment of extra performance diffused over a very
large nunber of individuals at all levels of the
organization. Give men the maximl.IIl of freedan, the
maximun of incentive, and the achievements of the
individual will be fused into the accanplishments of the institution." (1)
Despite Greenewalt's advice, many business executives continue to
ignore the fact that "you can't push a horse to water, but you can lead
him there." Perhaps executives shun this principle because power has
distorted their viewpoint and erased the memory of past business
experiences as an "Indian" rather than a "Chief."
Whatever the cause,
a reluctance to provide freedan and maximum incentives is constraining
the performance in many canpanies.
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The current organizational status of the hunan resource has
undergone significant changes. Recent technological advances and
increased global ccrnpetition are causing a shift from labor intensive
to capital intensive production in the industrialized nations, with an
accanpanying anphasis on product quality. Concomitantly, (1) the
quality of the machinery depends on the hunan variable in the producing
canpany; and (2) while machines can be sped up to increase the quantity
produced, the calibration of that equipnent, for example, is left up to
the human factor.

Since these technological advances are projected to

continue, more and more anphasis will be placed on a critical, but
altered, hunan contribution.

'lherefore, the hunan factor will become

less of a labor cost, but ironically, perhaps just as important in the
outcane of the finished product.
An

example may help to illustrate this point.

A problem

experienced by a highly profitable arrl respected Fortune 100 canpany
cane to my attention recently.

Equipped with the latest technology in

an essential production process, their product quality was declining.
The cause of the problan was improper calibration of the machine that
produced an essential ingredient in the process. Ccrnpany focus was on
the machines and production requiranents, but not properly focused on
the critical hunan element. That is, either: (1) the company had
failed to properly motivate the production manager and give him the
incentive to ensure that the equipnent was properly calibrated; or (2)
they had sent conflicting signals about what was an "acceptable"
quality.

Either way, the hunan management elenent was the key.
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PURPOSE

.The purpose of this paper is to offer historical and current
evidence and support for establishing an incentive plan for all
salaried anployees. '!be arg\JI\ent will be developed by a review of the
literature which examines sane expert opinions and by canparing
"restrictive" versus "open" incentive schemes. If incentive plans
work, then they should apply to all salaried employees, not just the
top executives.
A Selected Behavioral Perspective
The increased gains to the corporation as a direct result of a
higher motivated work force can heighten the success of the top
executives as they maximize the stockholder weal th.
F. J. Lunding,
Olief Executive Officer of the Jewel Tea Canpany, said " ••• we do not
share our money profits because we can afford to do so; we share then
because doing so enables us to afford it." (2) By sharing the money,
much more than money is shared
the company is sharing the caring and
increasing the involvement of the employees in the success of the
canpany.
An

early insight into. the corporate motivational dilarma was

provided by M3ry Parker Follett, a respected and perceptive observer of
the industrial scene during the 1920's.
"W= often tend to think that the executive wishes

to maintain standards, wishes to reach a certain
quality of production, and that the worker has to
be goaderl in sane way to do this. Again and again,
we forget that the worker is often, usually I
think, equally interested, that his greatest
pleasure in his work comes fran the satisfaction of
worthwhile accanplishnent, of having done the best
of which he is capable." (3)
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This behavioral insight provides the key to the success of the
business. We must find a way to identify this innate desire in
enployees, nurture and cultivate it, recognize their accanplishments,
and reward their efforts. All enployees, fran the President and Chief
Executive Officer to the canpany janitor, need and want positive
stroking. '!hat is, ~want to hear, see, feel, and know that "good
feeling" that canes fran recognition and appreciation of our efforts.
However, without such recognition, many enployees feel their efforts
aren't noticed or appreciated and often contribute less than they
could. ~rely saying, "that's what you get paid for" is not going to
make anyone's day delightful. According to this behavioral prenise,
canpanies must: (1) provide the opportunity for accanplishnent; and
(2) reinforce it by providing significant rewards for greater
perfonnance.
Psychologist Herbert Otto, founder and director of the National
Center for Exploration of Hunan Potential, gives the following advice
to executives:
"Your first task is to sensitize yourself, to
train yourself to becane aware of accanplishments by others.· You can be sure that right
now you are mostly trained to be sensitive to
their deficiencies, slips, and mistakes. 'Ibne
down and diminish this tendency you have
acquired, this searching awareness of people's
problens, their inadequancies, atrl shortcanings. Begin to look for capacities,
abilities, and accanplishnents of others,
their sound qualities, and their latent
strengths or potential." (4)
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Otto's advice is to accentuate the fX)sitive. Build strength,
confidence, and respect. As Tom Peters recently reaffirmed, "label an
individual a winner and you' 11 have sc:rneone who acts like a winner."
(5)
These cannents related to the delicate nature of a "self-concept"
and the self-fulfilling behavior that results fran management's
approach form the basis for a tremendous potential, untapped in many
canpanies and organizations.

Many of us experience the end results of

the actions of an uncaring management in our daily activities -- the
billing clerk who blanes "the canputer" for the error, the craftsuan
who takes little pride in his w::>rk, the repairman who can't seem to fix
the problem, the product made with missing parts or faulty assembly.
The positive potential available in most employees could be harnessed
and harvested much more effectively if we treated our people like
winners, psychologically and monetarily.
The majority of the salaried incentive and motivation literature
available today deals with the executive ranks. (6) However, it is
difficult for many six-figure incane executives to relate or even
consider the types of problems or emotions involved with the everyday,
average salaried employee. As suggested earlier, the world of perks
and powers can easily distort a person's viewpoint. In addition, the
pressure and demands on top-level executives can be a convenient
excuse for not nurturing, caring, and sharing.
This paper will present and discuss the justification for using
state-of-the-art, behaviorally groundErl incentive techniques for all
salaried employees.

I plan to develop a case for greater consideration

of this topic using the tremendous success of recent incentive
innovations in the workplace and their effect on the cc:rnpanies involved
and provide sane possible alternatives to the current reward practices.
(7)
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THE CURRENT PRODU::::TIVITY DILEMMA

The United States anerged from w:>rld War II with a firm grip on
its position as the most productive nation in the world. '!he
productivity growth rate in the private danestic econorny, as measured
by output per enployee per hour, grew at the rate of 3.2 percent per
year frorn 1950 to 1967. 'ttlings began to slow down in the late 1960's
arrl early 1970's; arrl in the seven years from 1973 to 1980, the worst
productivity growth occurred. 'ttle labor productivity growth rate for
the private dornestic econ any was 0 .1 percent per labor hour frorn 1973
to 1978. (8) Although the United States is still the most productive
country on earth, our rate of productivity growth has slowed to a crawl
and other countries (most notably, Japan) are gaining on us.
This decline in the rate of productivity growth, coupled with an
even more important worldwide perception of declining U.S. quality, is
a symptan of many factors, the paramount of mich are hunan problans in
the workplace. Certainly the enployees' attitude toward their job is a
critical factor. Apathy versus meaningfulness is a consistent work
issue. Employee behavior should be of concern to any managenent
interested in solving the productivity and quality dilemna.
One of the major conclusions of the 1978 symposiun on "W:>rk in
.America:

'!he Decade Ahead," sponsored by the w:>rk in M\erica

Institute, was:
"In order to reduce productivity problans and
improve the quality of worklife in the 1980's, an
organization must make better use of its hunan
resources arrl improve the managanent of the work
force. (9)
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In D?cenber 1980, William Batten, 01airman of the Board of the New
York Stock Exchange and former Chairman of J. C. Penney, reinforced
this need for more effective management of the hunan variable in a
major speech, 11 We must have the policies that create additional, new
w=alth rather than policies that merely redistribute the existing store
of w=alth. Operating in the right envirorment, management arrl labor
jointly determine, to a large extent, the productivity and thus the
contribution of the private sector. 11 (10)
'Ihese quotes would seem to indicate that the seed of progress has
been planted by management's recognition of the importance of improved
relationships and untapped anployee potential. '!he critical element is
continuerl concern, improvanent, and developnent of this hunan
potential.
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THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE

Tne growing global nature of the marketplace today is introducing
many new facets and avenues of competition. The difficulty of maintaining a competitive edge on an international scale requires further
anphas.is on all available tools, especially the hunan asset. (11} As
you cross national boundaries to build plants (foreign workers} or
gain new markets (foreign consuners), hunan culture and values change
and und.erstanding the people becomes a key to success.
In addition, the United States has a tranendous opportunity (and,
perhaps, responsibility} to influence the world in its solution to the
business problans of today. Looking beyond the obvious economic impact
of .American business, there is a subtler, but yet important impact on
the free-world enterprise system. '!he ccmnunist goverrment propangandizes any mistreatment the h\Itlan elanent receives in a capitalistic
society. For exanple, when a decision is made to close a U.S. factory,
the hunan element is often treated as a statistic -- in terms of cost
per hour, overhead, and effect on the corporate bottan line. '!his
seaningly callous concern for people serves as support for the Marxist
goverrment's treabnent of the worker.
By:

(1) improving the anployee's contribution through more

effective managanent techniques; and (2) developing pro-active corporate
strategies to minimize impacts of shifting danand on the stability of
the company's workforce, businesses can reduce the dramatic effect -both economically and politically on anployees -- of plant and office
closings.

In fact, corp0rate-wide anployee concern and involvanent may

be the key to preventing closings by developing strategies to minimize
the hunan impact.
learn fran them.

As

the Japanese have learned fran us, it is time to
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Another lesson we can learn fran the art of Japanese management is
·their use of Quality Control Circles as a behavioral tool to harness
employee involvsnent. 'lbese voluntary groups have a unique function
they share with management the responsibility for locating and solving
problems of coordination and productivity. '!hey are a useful method for
achieving high quality, improved productivity, and increased employee
morale.
The reason I mention the Japanese Q-C circles is their dependence
not just on statistical techniques, but the hunan aspect of their
productive aims. '!he Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers stated
that the fundCinental purposes of the quality control circles are: (12)
"Contribute to the improvement.
Respect hunani ty and build a happy, bright
workshop which is meaningful to work in.
Display hunan capabilities fully and eventually
draw out infinite possibilities."
Following the behavioral perspective, the Q-C Circles
handbook points out:
"No matter how much factories are mechanized, so

far as there are people still working there, they
should be treated as hunan individuals.

B.lt this

aspect is seriously neglected these days. Those
canpanies that do not give due consideration to
hunanity will lose their best people sooner or
later. '!here was cmple evidence of this in such
countries as the United States in the past twenty
years or so. '!here can be no excuse for disregarding individual personality, slighting a man's
ability, regarding people as machinery and discr iminating against than.
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• • • People SP2nd much of their lifetime at their
working place. It would be much more desirable to
work in a pleasant place where hUTianity is paid due
respect and where people feel their work has sane
real meaning. '!hat is v.hat Q-C Circle aims to
achieve. • • A mechanize:l factory still requires
control by a workshop of people. As people are
driven by a desire to study more, they acquire an
ability far beyond their previous expectations.
It is doubtful whether the mechaniSJI known as
meritocracy, a systan that rates people base::I on
their current performance and already acquired
ability, can draw out their hidden ability." (13)
'!he essence of the Q.:iality Control Circles is a voluntary setting
in which the ideas, observations, insights, and involvanent of anployees
throughout the organization can be fused .to the organizational effort
for quality arrl efficiency. But Quality Control Circles are merely a
"tool" which must be prece::Ie::I by a cannitment to anployee involvanent.
This "tool" will not work when use:l as a barrlaid treatment for cancer.
Jumping on the "fad" bandWagon is doane::I to failure unless the top
managanent philosophy is hunanistic arrl corx::erne::I for the "respect" of
its most valuable resource -- its people.

- 11 THE PARTICIPATIVE REVOLUTION
THE TURNING POINT

The year 1980 could be the turning point in "'Ihe Participative
D=cade" -- which began in the early 1970' s. '!he notion of anployee
involvenent began to suddenly be publicly accepted by sane llmerican
industry and labor leaders quite suddenly as the new thrust for llmerican
industrial life.
There are a few events which provide sane evidence of management's
shift in its enphasis. (14) The Cllainnan of the Board of AT&T wrote in
June, 1980, a strongly worded letter instructing all of the Bell Systan
operating companies to lead their canpanies in a new participative
managenent style. (15)

During the same month, four major unions -- the

Co:rmunication Workers of llmerica, the International Brotherhood of
Electrical workers, the Steel-workers of Jmerica, and the Teamsters
International Union -- all signed new collective bargaining agreements,
calling for the establishnent of joint national labor-management
co:rmittees to explore new participative structures. (16)
But perhaps the most significant driving force in this new
revolution has been the llmerican education explosion. "'Ihere is
considerable sociological.evidence that suggests the higher level of
education often brings higher levels of expectations arrl interest in
internal fulfillment." (17) This increases the need for a greater
concentration on the internal fulfillment of a canpany's anployees. "An
ever increasing nunber of Jmerican businesses are keenly interested in
hunan resource practices that may be able to increase both perfonnance
and adaptability by more fully tapping the potential of their \'.Urkforce.
Participation groups are implanente:J in the belief that they will
positively impact organizational performance and anployee satisfaction
by giving anployees the chance to participate in problem solving and
decision making." (18) The current A'llerican worker has more education,
less threat to their security, an:l is pursuing more psychological needs
in their work. A new managanent approach is essential to satisfy and
unleash the potential of the workforce of the BO's.
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THE NEW WORK ETHIC

One of the keys to the growth of the industrial U.S. was the work
mentality of .American workers. As Max W:=ber identified over sixty years
ago in the "Protestant

~rk

Ethic," the driving values of that ethic

inclu:led belief in working hard and diligently without canplaint or
question, being respectful of and differential to authority at work, and
generally wanting to work. This mentality was strongly influenced by
progressive Judeo-Christian teachings during that period, which
developed a strong hold on the general population. (19)
What is the current status of the work ethic?

Many of us have

heard or even said that people 11 don 1 t work any more the way they used
to" or lanent with sane other description about the deterioration of
work quantity and quality today. '!he reason for much of this seans not
to be a rejection of the work ethic, so much as a failure of business to
adapt to the new workforce by retaining obsolete methods of controlling,
measuring, and rewarding enployees. It may well be that workers have
been preventErl fran fulfilling their goals in our current organizations.
'lbeir "apathy" is not innate, but a reaction to the limitations of their
present work envirorments.
The more enlightened view of the worker I;Sychology is one that
stresses that most people still want to be productive and will -- given
the proper incentives and a climate of labor-rnanagenent trust -- eagerly
involve thanselves in their jobs. '!he concepts behind the innovations
used (quality circle, "self-managed" work teams) are not new; social
cooperation at work predates recorded history.

But the adversarial

relationship between worker and rnanagenent has blindErl both sides to
their mutual interests. (20)
Therefore, by involving the enployee in more decisions, providing
challenging tasks, an:J rewarding perfonnance with equitable monetary
incentives, job satisfaction will follow!
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THE PAYOFF

People behave according to the perceived consequences -- Skinner
was right. Given this prenise, it is only fair to assure that a chief
concern is "what's in it for me?" 'lhere are payoffs for both the
canpany and the enployees.

For The canpany
What does the canpany gain fran worker involvenent?

'lhe new work

ethic does not respond as the Protestant W::>rk Ethic did; that is, the
denand for good, hard, and productive work with punishment or
discipline as the motivator is no longer the accepted procedure. W::>rk
perfoonance must be sought and won, not merely ordered. 'lhere must be
a carrot -- and this is the value of participation.
'lhe Profit Research Foundation found evidence of superior
perfoonance by profit sharing canpanies as a group. They tended to
outperfoon their nonprofit sharing canpetitors -- and that profit
sharing contributes to these better results. It makes sense that
employees, individually and as a team, will more likely strive for
excellence -- if they have a direct stake in the results. (21)
The "professional" literature also docunents the positive impact
participative managenent has had on organizations <Flory, 1965 (22);
Miles, 1975 (23); Frost, 1974 (24); Ouchi, 1981 (25); Meltzer, 1976
(26); cangeni, 1980 (27); Gellennan, 1963 (28); M3slow, 1974 (29);
Ritchie, 1976 (30); Sutermeister, 1976 (31); Scanlan, 1981 (32)>.
style of managenent leads to greater enployee involvenent, better
ccnmunication bet1M?en worker and managanent, and greatly improved
performance for those canpanies adopting such an approach.

'lhis
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For The Enployee

'!here are benefits for the people as v.ell.

Participation can make

the anployees feel they finally count in the organization, above and
beyond just being a statistic; and thus they may acquire a new
allegiance to their job and anployer. It can work for unions by
stronger allegiance to the union and its leadership as partners with
canpany managanent. Mitchell Fein staterl that:
"Something else ha.i;:pens in a place of work when the
participative ethic walks in the workplace door
under one alias or another. You have to see it to
understand it. You have to actually walk the shop
floor.

It is what Fortune calls a gradual 'culture

change' , or way of working -- fran we-they
adversarial stances (vertically and horizontally)
to sharing, cooperative, win-win new-breed work
cultures." (33)
'!his is a striking difference cbvious to the custaner, to fellow
anployees, and to the bottan line.

'!hat is, when anployees honestly

feel they "all work for the same canpany," there can be a dramatic
reduction in wasted motions; such as, the "subtle revenge" that can
take place when workers get even with managanent for a past event, or
drag their feet to show their power. 'Ihese are costly, yet elusive,
abuses, but so important in the overall success of a corporation.
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The Catch

'!hose that espouse the participative style of management a:Jd a
serious caveat. 'Ihese participative guidelines must weather the
economic and political storms corporations face. '!hat is, the
corporation must be ethically motivaterl and be the driving force that
creates and sustains the effort on a permanent and long-range basis.
Failure to make the ccmni bnent will be di scovererl and the progr cm
docmed to failure. '!he corporation should believe in enployee
participation for profound ethical reasons -- such as increaserl hunan
dignity at v.urk and increased potential for hunan growth. If the
canpany pretends to believe, when the underlying motivation is getting
more productivity out of their work force, they will lose. Employees
can spot "insincerity" fran a mile away.
Dr. Joseph P. Cangemi, speaking at the 1982 Gainsharing

Conference, further supporterl this carmibnent fran management:
It is important for managenent to honestly believe
employees are a valuable asset and to sincerely
demonstrate this by their behavior. Participative
management is not a denocratic management style.
s.ibordinates do not actually make decisions, but
rather they participate in the decision-making
process. '!here are three significant variables that
must be present: 1) the manager must demonstrate a
genuine interest in the enployees and their
thoughts; 2) the enployees must believe that they
can influence the final decisions of their
superiors; and 3) a climate of trust is essential to
a successful motivational

progra~.

(34)
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Putting it another way, Herb Otto said, "'Ihe ele:nent of trust is
the basic rule in hunan relations.

When we distrust people, they

usually sense our atti tooe and reciprocate in kind." (35)
merely trusting saueone does not make the:n trustv.urthy.
people will not refonn just because they are trusted.
executive can control is his own behavior.

However,
Dishonest

'Ihe one thing an

If he is reliable, people

will trust him; and unless they are habitually dishonest, they will
resporrl in kirrl.
'lhe .implenentation of the t:articipation systen is important, but
the critical elenent is a genuine camni tment frau manage:nent.

'Ihe

employees must see this piilosophy in practice and understand its
application. 'lhe creativity arrl analytical ability of e:nployees is a
tre:nendous asset and must be taFPed.
Mitchell Fein supports this view:
"'lhe secret of how to unloose the motivation genie
lies with the workers; only they have the power to
rub the magic lanp.

workers will want to do this

only when relations between manage:nent arrl labor
are such that workers see identification with
managenent arrl increase:i productivity as in their
best interest." (36)
I have discussed the payoffs, in general, to the corporation and
the employees •. However, like the Uni te:i States space progran arrl the
multi tu:le of spinoffs and benefits to mankind as a result of it, it is
hard to pre:iict the precise payoff.

'Ihe discoveries possible, the

personal growth potential, and _the improve:i efficiencies available by a
happy arrl prosperous enployee are only limited by our imagination.

W"ly

not plant the seed, nurture it, watch it grow, and harvest its fruit?

- 17 MONETARY IOCENI'IVES AS POTENI'IAL REWARDS

The importance of participation and carmitment are essential in
the participative managenent style.

AlthoU:Jh this philosophy is a

reward for the enployee, it is not enoU:Jh.

'!he monetary incentive for

their new voice in running the canpany is pa.remount to then. After
all, why should they strU:Jgle to improve just to make the top
executives

~althier?

IOCENI'IVES AND MarIVATION
The thoU:Jhts of behavioral scientists, such as Herzberg and
Maslow, seen to have been misinterpreted in that they convinced many
executives that pay is not all that important to enployees and that it
can only be a source of discontent.

Therefore, oftentimes when

executives seek ways to increase motivation and productivity, they tend
to forget about pay-systen changes arrl concentrate on more behavioral
approaches such as job enrichnent, team building, and managenent
training.

But research on pay does not support this view.

just the Of.PQsi te seems to be true.

Father,

Pay seans to rave a strong impact

on enployee satisfaction arrl a favorable impact on absenteeisn arrl
turnover.

In crldition, when pay is linked to performance, evidence has

shown it also contributes to motivation.

A stu:iy by E. A. Locke, et

al., cooclu:ierl that money is a more powerful motivator than is
generally believed: (37)
"Q.ir findings may surprise or even shock many
social scientists.

For the last several decades,

idealogical bias has led many of than to deny the
effiacy of money as a motivator arrl to emphasize
the potency of participation.

'!he results of the

research to date indicate that the opposite
viewpoint w::>uld have been more accurate." (38)
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Many times, executives fail to take a systen viewpoint when
considering approaches to improve organizational effectiveness. (39)
'lherefore, they often think it is possible to install programs, such as
job enrichnent and managanent by objectives, without a corresponding
change in the P3Y system. '!his is almost a fatal error, particularly
in the canplex and interrelated structure of organizations today.
Cllanges made in one area require changes in other areas to maintain the
balance and hannony

CI!lOOJ

the many subsystans.

'Iherefore, since pay is

so important, almost any important organizational change is likely to
require a change in the pay systan.

To state it another way, since

people behave according to the p;=rceived consequence, if you can't
change the reward sys tan also, don' t expect much behavior al change.
Mitchel Fein discusses a gooo example of how neglecting pay can be
counterproductive in his p:iper, "Improved Productivity Throu;Jh W:>rker
Involvanent." It espoused that worker involvanent progrCil\s that have
job satisfaction as the prime reward would only be moderately
successful. He also believes that those programs v.hich offer financial
rewards by sharing productivity improvanent with anployees throu:Jh
fonnal productivity sharing plans are far more successful. (40)
Additionally, Fein questioned the approach on two basics:
"N:>t rewarding workers for improvanents they create

is questioned on two grounds: equity and fairness;
both are linked in workers' minds. M3ny canpanies
that try hard for years to develop credibility with
their anployees may find that workers resent
perfonning work for which they are not canpensatea."
My own experience has tau;Jht me that p;=rfonnance appraisals,
office erganetrics, the job pecking order, arrl titles are important
aspects of managenent. HoW?ver, "talk is cheap" and the most concrete
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ev ide1ce a boss can present is that of money.

It seans to serve as the

important evidence of your evaluation of your enployees.

Although I

have found that the ecstasy of a raise diminishes over 'time as an
enployee acclimates to it, the menory of the boss's recognition does
not.

'!bat is;. when discussions occur concerning career developnent or

planning, the recognition base built up between the boss arrl the
enployee as a result of monetary rewards for good perfonnance is
evident.

This base is helpful in generatirg an atmosphere of trust arrl

mutual respect.

However, it is important for the boss to be ethically

ccnrni ttoo as descr iboo earlier. If not, a "yes man" response can occur
between the boss and the enployee. '!bat is, the enployee might be
afraid to disagree or offer advice arrl input for fear of reprisal
particularly at raise time and therefore will agree with W'latever the
boss says.
Further support for my observations canes fran a behaviorial
science sttrly condoctoo by the Psychological Corporation.

'11hey

supported the premise that money can be used as a motivator to improve
prodoctivi ty.

'!be sttrly teCfll fourrl that one of the critical

ingredients in a system to raise jcb satisfaction and worker motivation
was:

"Financial canpensation of workers must be linkoo to their

perfonnance and to productivity gains." (41)

'11his sttrly also concltrled

that when workers' pay is linkErl to their perfonnance, the motivation
to work is raised, productivity is higher, and the workers are more
likely to be satisfiErl.
As these stu:lies have shown, linking pay to perfonnance is an

important aspect in the systan.

My

experience concerni03 inflation

adjustments to a canpany merit plan denonstrates this point.

DJring

the rapid inflation experiencErl .in the late 70's arrl early 80's, the
salary ranges mich specified the minimun monthly salaries w=re
adjusted in an attenpt to redu::e the bite of inflation on anployees.
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Despite the fact that they W2re not increased as much as inflation,
they were irrlexed based on inflation arrl adjusted upwards by an average
of 8 percent.

Oller a couple of years this created a denoralizing and

denotivati03 effect on enployees.

'!he enployees began to view their

so-called merit raise' which often only brou;Jht than to the minimun
salary for their ra03e, as practically nonexistent. That is, they felt
the raise had to be given to the enployee because the canpany policy
requiroo every anployee to be at least at the minimun salary for their
classification by the end of each merit year or be terminated.
'Iherefore, they felt that their perfonnance really did not enter in the
boss's raise recannendations.
relatoo to perfonnance.

M:mey was not perceived to be directly

Because of their perceptions the anployees did not feel that the
increase was really a reward arrl were not inspiroo to improve their
performance. '!he high achievers definitely were aware that their level
of performance was superior, yet their reward was not "fair" canparoo
to other enployees' efforts and rewards. (42) This created further
distrust arrl encouragerl less effort. This, in turn, causerl sane key
anployees to seek anployment where they ·would receive financial
recognition for their contribution.

Finally, the effort requirerl to

attain the performance level was not "fair" in relation to the payoff.
'!he canpany' s merit plan attempted to keep pace with inflation but
was ill-conceiverl arrl should have been mo::lifierl after the first year
when it becane evident that it w:i.sn' t accanplishing the intendoo result
of improved enployee motivation, perfonnance, and morale.
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THE CRITICAL ASPJ:l:TS OF IN:ENTIVE SYSTEJ15
THE MEASURD1ENT ISSUE

There are many difficulties in designing and implenenting an
incentive systen. Many constraints depend on the nature of the
business, the organizational structure, and the political and power
concentrations. '.ttlere are sane critical elenents carroon to any good
incentive system which must be carefully considered before a plan is
designErl and implenentErl.
Albert Einstein postulated the speed of light to be 186,000 miles
per second.

'!he uni ts of measurenent were critical to his theory.

Had

he incorrectly used inches, feet, or centimeters, his theory would not
have producErl the correct solution. '.ttle measurement device, as well as
the units of measurenent, are critical to accurate results in an
incentive systen.

M:asurenent probably is the most difficult part of

designing a successful system, both in finalizing the equitable
measurenent method and selling it politically within the organization.
For exanple, if the overall trigger for incentive payout is reaching a
certain corporate profit level, then on what basis should the money be
distributed? Should a profitable plant share in the incentive even if
its division as a whole doesn't make a profit or vice versa?
Naturally, these are difficult questions to answer particularly when
dealing with division operating officers and/or plant managers. '!hey
are especially difficult mere interdependences and synergy clotrl the
individual contributions.
It is essential that vtiatever the measurenent criteria that are
establishErl, the criteria must be carefully and equitably plannErl,
exe::uted, reviev.Bd, and changed ~f inequities surface. '!he following
exanple illustrates what kinds of problens can surface despite the best
intentions. It shows that sanetimes enployees take actions to make
thanselves look good or that benefit thenselves, yet these actions are
not always in the best interests of the ccrnpany.
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"For example, a farm implanent manufacturing
company's incentive plan specified payment to its
sales managers' cannissions based on their sales to
dealers. During an adverse economic period, the
sales managers pressured dealers to make p.irchases
with the provision the canpany would take back any
equipnent not sold in six months. Sales rapidly
rose, and production managanent increased output to
meet the increased danand. '!he sales people were
paid substantial bonuses for improved perfonnance.
In the meantime, the equipnent sat in the dealers'
showrooms.

At the end of the six-month period, the

dealers returned substantial quantities of equipnent
to the manufacturer. 'Ille account perfonnance
measure -- sales to dealers -- did not represent the
more significant perfonnance measure of sale to
final purchases. Hence, the ccnmissions were paid
even though the equipnent was never sold to a final
buyer." (43)
There is no universal measuranent device, in my op1n1on.
Realistically, it must be tailor-made to fit the corporation, its
products, its culture, the corporation's sensitivity to the changes in
the marketplace, and the corporate political structure.

(This aSS\ItleS

that each of the aspects have been carefully identified.) A good
systan of measuranent should be dynamic, self-evaluating, and easy to
alter.

Its success depends on its flexibility, a genuine ccxrmibnent

from the corporation's managanent, and a freely flowing feedback
mechanism between managanent and the anployees.
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THE QUEST ION -- GOAL

CONGRUE~E

Given the hnportance of the joogment criteria, how can you design
the proper tooasurenent systen and what should be the central purpose of
the measurenent? 'Ihe key incentive issue facing corporate planners is
how to develop a cost-justified perfonnance evaluation system that
captures the relevant performance measure. 'Ihe essence of the
objective is to achieve goal congruence by giving all menbers of an
organization the incentive to perform in the ccmnon interest. 'Ihis
occurs when the group acts as a team in pursuit of a mutually
agreed-upon and well-defined corporate objective.
An

individual enployee can attain goal congruence occurs when the

enployee's personal goals are congruent with the organizational goals.
Put another way, when the enployees can attain their personal goals by
pursuing the corporate goals, congruence exists.

My experience

indicates that a proper incentive system satisfies many personal needs
and serves as a lightning rod for goal congruence. Sharing
significantly in the "profit pie" underscores the contribution the
individual makes to the corporation. In other words, managers with
monetary influence can make a difference. 'Whether it manifests itself
by taking full advantage of. the state-of-the-art technology, streamlining department operations, eliminating bureaucratic bottlenecks or
redu:::ing staff -- the effect can affect the corporate pocketbook.

Once

again, however, the critical elenent flows fran the corporate fhilosophy, cannitrnent, trustworthiness, and goals.
For a manager to pursue a goal, it is important for the manager to
perceive that his peers are taking similar approaches.

For exanple, he

might be hesitant to cut costs it he feels saneone else will just add
staff to take up the slack he generated. However, the established
political network in a corporation can be mind-boggling and difficult
to penetrate. Often-times, the more timely way to effect a corporate
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culture change is to bring in an outsider with a mission. Void of
political debts and influences and equipped with a strong management
ability, the outsider can sanetimes spark a change in management
philosophy.
Al though total goal congruence is unccmnon, there are cases in
which a strong tean spirit, activated within an equitable measurement
and reward system, suppresses individual desires to act differently.
Examples incl we sane military uni ts and athletic teans. In most
business settings, however, the .i;:ersonal goals of the various employees
and the organizational goals are often in conflict. Employees and
employers have different opinions of how much risk employees should
take, how hard employees should work, and what is an important aspect
of canpany business.

Performance evaluation and incentive systems

should be designed to encourage employees to perfonn because the
accanplisllnent of their goals is congruent with the accanplishment
organizational goals.

'!he more congruence that exists, the more

successful the .i;:erfo:rmance will be.
My experience has indicated that seemingly autanatic reactions and

decisions are often dictated by a person's philosophy. Values affect
decisions. SJppose a .i;:erson has a scenario described to them as
follows:

'lbe bank teller cashes your check for $10 and returns $100 in

cash to you; would you keep it and leave the bank? Some people would
respond with, "No, I would bring the error to the teller's attention
immediately." Others might ask, "~uld I be caught?" 'Ibis example
indicates the difference in the value system and decision criteria of
the tw anployees.
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Each of us v..ere basically born without values and learned our core
beliefs aoo expectations fr an our parents, grandparents, friends, and
other influence agents. '!he rnul ti twe of learning environnents and
personalities of anployees has a definite impact on an anployee's
acceptance, rejection, or alteration of the corporation's goals.
However, I believe an effective screening, interview, arrl ongoing
per fonnance evaluation system, coupled with a \o,Bll-defined, \o,Bllcc:mnunicated, and well-practicerl set of corporate goals linked with the
proper incentive systans for all enployees can deliver an unbeatable
work force.

Just as infants learned fran the parents' reaction to

their actions, an anployee can learn fran the corporation arrl its
expectations and reactions.
concerned, arrl consistent.

B.lt the corporation must be fair,
Arrl, the job is much easier if the organi-

zation recruits new employees with values similar to the corporate
beliefs.
An exanple of rncrlerately effective goal congruence might be our

education systan.

Many people have experienced behavorial congruence

in their dealings with educational institutions.

Exaninations,

assignnents, arrl the entire grading process are parts of a perfonnance
evaluation and incentive system that encourage stwents to behave in a
certain manner.

It is important to note that such a systan is not

mandatory; ho\o,Bver, stwents are told the rules of the systern and can
perfonn accordillg' to the starrlards or suffer the consequences.
again the importance of the design of the system surfaces.
can encourage the wrong kirrl of behavior.

Once

'!he system

Irrlividuals choose to

attempt the behaviors they see as leading to outcanes that are
attractive to them -- in the way that appears to have the best chance
of providing positive outcanes. {44)
stwents to learn, they might

b~nefit

If the goal of education is for
by taking difficult courses.

Hov.Bver, if their grades suffer when they do, they w::>uld have incentive
to take easier courses.
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The enployer-enployee relationship is different from the
stu::lent-teacher interaction in several ways:

(1) most people nee) a

job; (2) education has a strong developnent goal; and (3) money takes
the place of grades.

Gener ally, I have fourrl people desire to maximize

their earnings up to the p:>int \'klere they feel canfortable with the
level of responsibility.

However, by providing than the iocentive to

perform their particular job to the best of their ability, you
encourage than to perform at their highest level of canpetence arrl
enjoy sane additional monetary rewards.

Perhaps this

~uld

avoid the

occurrence of anployees accepting pranotions above their ability and
allow than to function in the most effective place in the canpany.
To sunmarize, each manber of the organization must have the proper

incentive (accanplishnent of personal goals) to strive towards the
goals of the corp:>ration.

A smoothly running, balanced, and efficient

machine can provide the opp:>rtunity for each to share in it -- both its
trials and triunphs.

In the process, much can be learned and improved.
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WHY IMPL™ENT AN IN:ENI'IVE PLAN
effective incentive plan can provide several related benefits
to a canpany, revolvirg arourrl profits arrl perfonnance. First,
incentive plans offer an avenue available to corporations to maximize
An

their profit or wealth. As an exanple of the effectiveness of
incentive plans, the vast majority of sales forces in the United States
are on carmission plans. Approximately 90 percent of manufacturing
canpanies have executive bonus plans; the median bonus for the three
top executives averages 48 percent of their base pay.

It is

significant that a stwy of executive canpensation of 1, 100 canpanies
listerl on the New York Stock Ex:change fourrl that those canpanies that
had fonnal executive incentive plans earnerl on the average over 43
percent more pretax profit than did those canpanies without irx:=entive
plans. (45) Clearly, incentives are a key to perfonnance and
profitability.
Realistically, it seems that the best chance of installing an
incentive plan that reaches all salaried workers is to structure it so
that it does not affect the executive bonus plan. 'Ibis is a difficult
area, but if th: top executives felt their share would be reducerl due
to a new type of incentive plan, there is a much snaller chance of its
installation. (The validity of this statenent shows the potential
conflict between personal and organizational goals, even at the top
level.) However, I think this can be overcane with a properly designed
incentive system. In fact, the canpany' s improved perfonnance that
could result fran a group of higher motivated enployees could actually
increase the top executives' share of the profit pie.
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BUSINESS Il.'l:ENI'IVE Pr.ANS FOR ALL EMPLOYEES

'Ihere are three main barriers mich stand in the way of adopting a
more encanpassi£l3 incentive systen. First, the biggest obstacle to
implanenting an incentive plan for all salaried employees is gaining
top managenent' s blessifl3.

The re::h.rtion in their share of the profit

pie is a painful threat to then and one they will not accept.

A

canpany with unionizoo hourly anployees, as well as non-unionized
salaried anployees, faces the additional cbstacle of parity.

M3nage-

ment would probably be reluctant to institute such a plan for salaried
enployees because of the PJSSible insistence of the hourly workforce
for an equivalent plan. FUI:thennore, a corporation installifl3 such a
plan would probably do so only for a reduction in current mges and/or
future increases.

Managanent would probably be concernoo about those

years men profits \\ere low or non-existent and the impact of employee
morale.
'Ihese obstacles are not insurmountable, but do require a careful
analysis before junpifl3 on the barrlwagon.
several possibilities.

Ch the surface, there are

Top managanent can be isolated from the

The plan could be offer::oo to hourly
and salaried anployees as a cash plan without canpany stock and avoid
the voting poYX:!r block question. A percentage of the incentive plan
salaried workforce incentive pian.

could be diverted in good years as a buffer against lesser profitable
years.
HoYX:!ver, the gains offered to the corporation with a fixed wage
expense are significant and worthy of careful financial scrutiny.
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INNOVATIVE IN:ENI'IVE PLANS FOR SAL..Z\RIED EMPLOYEES

There are several ways to improve corporate efficiency and
effectiveness. '!he approaches presenterl for consideration are but the
tip of the iceberg. As more and more enployees becane involverl, more
ideas will be discusserl and many opportunities presenterl.
G\INSHARING

G:linsharing has been shown to be a powerful vehicle to improving
the corporation's effectiveness.

It is an organizational reward systen

that offers :p=ople the opportunity to take greater personal
responsibility for the success of their organization.
benefits of gainsharing are that it:

'lw:>

potential

Often leads to greater creativity and carmitrnent.
Contributes to productivity and profitability.
G:linsharing plans are designed to involve enployees in improving
productivity through more effective use of labor, capital, arrl raw
materials. 'lhe financial gains are sharerl by the employees and the
canpany, accord in;} to a prerletenninerl formula that reflects improved
productivity and profitability. 'lhe en:Ei'lasis is on group plans as
opposerl to irrlividual incentives. (46)
Individual incentives can create problens between fellow employees.
M::>st of us have cane in contact at one time or another with sales clerks
canpeting for your business in a retail store. 'Ibis canpeti tion can be
disruptive to business arrl actually drive custaners away.
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I am continuously amazed at P2Qple's reactions to such
bureaucracies as the Internal Revenue Service or the D:parbnent of
Labor.

Al though I generally agree with the lanentations I hear, I don't

concur with their final evaluation.

'lhese agencies are nonentities that

receive their life fran their enployees. So rather than join the
barrlwagon arrl canplain about the goverrment, why not canplain about
goverrment employees?

Only through the employees can the bureaucratic

beast we refer to as the goverrment be improved.

My

point is that the

enployees are essential to any consideration of effecting changes.
Irving Bluestone, the vice president for General MJtors, D:parbnent of
the Uni tea Autancbile Workers union, sumnarized the value of the asset
we refer to as our enployees:
". • • managenent should cooperate with the worker
to firrl ways to enhance the dignity of .labor arrl to
tap the creative resources in each hunan being in
developing a more satisfying worklife." {47)
A recent article in the Richnorrl Times Dispatch {48) lerrls support
to my argunent.

"All across the country -

fran city halls to county

courthouses to capitals to federal bureaucracies -- goverrments stymied
by rising costs and protesting taxpayers are turning to private
businesses to harrlle goverrment jobs."

They are engaging the private

firms because of the argunent that a private corporation can do the joo
more cheaply. The profit motive forces private enterprise to firrl the
least expensive way to operate. 'lhe goverrment work force, on the other
harrl, aremonopoliesmirerl in politics; arrl they have little incentive
to cut cost or mcrlernize.
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A striking exanple of private versus public canpetition was evident
in one city's approach to perfonnance.

Phoenix, Ariz.ona, began

requiring that in 1978 city departments bid against private contractors
to provide services.

Since that time private canpanies have won 28 and

city departments 15.

'!he city saved money not only by having private

canpanies do municipal jobs, but also because they forced the city
departments to trim their btrlgets and to initiate :improved managanent
techniques in order to canpete.

The Phoenix City Manager stated, "When

we first went into this, morale cmong city workers w=nt down.

B..lt the

Public 'Vbrks D=partment was dedicated to gettirg the work back.

Only

with the cooperation of the workers could the department find ways to
cut costs.

W'len a city department won a contract, morale went up

ba::ause they proved they could beat private industry."
estimatoo that it saves around $4 million a year.

'!he city has

This iocentive systan

is but one excmple of possible creative solutions to inefficiency.
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INTEREST IN G!\INSHARING

There are several good reasons for the increasing interest in
gainsharing plans. (49)
productivity improvanent.

First, soaring labor costs often exceed
'!his contributes to corporate overhead and

to the inflation level on the national scene.

Training linked improved

managanent of e:nployees can be a key elanent in increasing
productivity. With proper training arrl plan design, resistaoce to the
plan is less and probability for success greater. (50)
The cost per unit of goods produced or services provided has skyrocketed in recent years.

'!he consuning monster, inflation, has fed on

the increased prices canpanies have instituted to maintain their profit

margins arrl corresporrling cost-of-living iocreases dictated in many
labor contracts; and so on with continued escalating costs and price
increases.

The key, therefore, is to increase productivity arrl break

the cycle and raise the anployee' s standard of living. (51)

Ironically, most of the focus on improving productivity seans to be on
tangible items such as equipnent, schedules, and processes.

Even

though each of these is important, none has a lasting influeoce on the
willingness of subordinates to perfonn to the limit of their abilities.
That is, the key is in our managerial approach -- what w= think, say,
and do.
An

encouraging sign for managers exploring gainsharing and/or

greater e:nployee involvanent is a survey by the United States Chanber
of Ccmnerce.

'!his stlrly indicated that:
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People want to make a contribution.
They have skills and ideas that are not being
tapped.
Utilizing this neglected resource can improve
productivity, quality of worklife, arrl the
long-term flexibility and viability of an
organization. (52)
focus is on applying incentive plans to all salaried enployees.
Naturally, the rneasuranent of their productivity becanes harder,
particularly for those who have indirect production functions. '!his
difficulty makes the gainsharing approach more appealing with its
anphasis on group rewards rather than individual incentive plans.
My
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The Skippy Little Rock 1-bdel (53)
One of the most interesting exanples of innovative ai;proaches in
the United States is the Skippy R=anut Butter, Little Rock, Arkansas,
plant.

'Iheir experiment and success are detailed.

In essence, they

have incorporated a lot of the ideas of participation arrl put then into
practice.

The Novanber 1982 issue of Prcrluctivity described a

futuristic ai;proach to the workplace at the Little Rock, Arkansas,
Skippy R=anut Butter Plant.

The experiment involved approximately one

hundred enployees mo essentially run the plant.

'!here are only three

managenent enployees -- a general manager, a hunan resources manager,
and a quality assurance manager.

'Ihe article quoted a knowledgeable

source as saying, "N:> one has a fixed job.
description.

N:> one has a job

'!here are no inspectors, no supervisors.

Yet the plant

consistently turns out the highest quality prooucts, at lo'.Est costs,
of any plant operated by B:st Fooos."
'Ihe three managenent feOple act as advisors, but the plant's one
hurrlred enployees are responsible for meetin:J the proouction targets
and goals.

'Ihe employees are their own supervisors and are thorolJ3hly

briefed on every aspect of plant operation.
duction, costs, denand, and distribution.

They urrlerstarrl proIn oodition, they are

trained to perfonn all the duties of supervisors and managers.

The

employees are p:iid on a salaried basis rather than an hourly w:i.ge.

'Ihe

salaries are highly irrlividualized arrl based on a worker's knowledge
and skills.

'!he employees' expertise levels are objectively tested by

rigorous exanination techniques.

Employees are asked to denonstrate

their knowledge of a chemical reaction or state a theory behind the
reaction, for exanple.

Therefore, the greater the knowledge arrl skill

base is, the higher the salary.
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Upon anployment, each enployee is presented with the challenge of
a ten-year, step-by-step career path, designe::i to ensure growth in
knowle::ige, experience, and usefulness in the plant.

'!he twelve, step-

by-step levels of the career developnent plan can be pursue::i at one's

own pace.

An anployee could even linger at any career level based on

one's ability or desire.

'!he philosophy is that allowin:J an employee

the oi:portunity to grow doesn't mean forcing than to grow.

'!he plant's general manager stated that the plant recognized that
sanethiIXJ had gone awry in the workplace generally.

AccordiIXJ to Louis

E. Davis, professor of Organizational S:::iences at OCLA. Graduate S:::hool
of Managanent:

"What technical experts faile::i to realize, is that each

time they created a new technical envirorment, simultaneously they
create::i a sterile social envirorment that scante::i hunan aspirations,
ignored basic hunan needs."

According to Davis, a hunan being's

workplace aspirations are as high as his aspirations for his personal
life.

Ii= relishes achievanent, seeks challenge, and desires success.

Qle expert cpoted in the article at an International Conference on
Productivity arrl Quality Improvanent said that a lot of workers in the
U. s.

"...

begin to look upon the jcb as merely a means for acquiring

a salary -- am they look to fanily-life, hobbies' golfi!Xj' fishing'
and other sports to give meaning to their lives."

'!he approach taken

in the planning stages was one of "show me 'Wny it must be done that
way" rather than "it has always been done in the

i;:a st

that \'SY."

'!he

resulting pr03ra:n was a great success; arrl within twenty-four months,
the employees v.ere setting production and product quality records.
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The plant stresses team spirit and team efforts and rotates team
menbers through assignnents at least every six months.

In C:rldition,

all anployees have the right to interview and pass joogment on job
applicants.
Despite the success of this venture, one should mt rush into
C:rloptirg their philosophy without urrlerstarrlirg thoroughly one's
particular product, market, strategy, and canpetitive business
environnent.

Then, arrl only then, should a systan be designerl to help

achieve your business goals. OCIA Professor D:lvis cannented that
Skippy took a specific workplace settirg arrl satisfierl both the hunan
needs and aspirations of the average worker and the efficiency danands
of state-of-the-art technology.
'As a follow-up, I callerl Mike Snith, Human Resources manager at

the Skii;:py Plant.

He reporterl that in the eighth year of operation the

plant continues to improve upon p:ist successes.

'!he output poundage

per hour has stee:rlily increaserl arrl is the highest in the canpany.

'lhe

state-of-the-art technology utilized in the plant and the accunulation
of anployee skills canbine to prod\£e the highest quality peanut butter
of the three Skii;:py plants.

In a:ldition to the salaried anployee

benefit prCXJran, the anployees can participate in a stock ownership
program and a 401 (k) retiranent plan with a canpany match.

'!here is

also a gainsharing prCXJran which is baserl on line efficiency, quality,
and safety gains.

'!he entire Skii;:py program is an incentive program

designerl arourrl a basic motivational factor -- give an anployee a real
incentive and he will perfonn a quality joo.
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The Lincoln Electric Incentive B:mus Plan

R=rhaFS the oldest and most stwied incentive plan for a current
U.

s.

canpany is the Lincoln Electric model, which started giving

bonuses in 1934 and is still going strong. In the last 65 years,
Lincoln's average factory pay has clirnbe:l a hurrlrerlfold to about $21 an
hour, inclwing a year-end bonus that effectively doubles base pay.
'!he tra:Htion at Lincoln was begun by Janes Lincoln, who ran the

canpany for 51 years lIDtil his death in 1965, and who believe:l that the
nee:ls of the \\Orkers cane first arrl shareholders' rights secorrl. (54)
D.lring the 52-year history of Lincoln Electric' s incentive bonus, the
bonuses have averaged 97.6 percent of an enployee's annual earnings.
Company rnanagenent determines the size of the bonus for each w::>rker,
base:l on merit evaluations.

The 1985 bonus checks averaged $17,380 per

enployee for Lincoln's 2,405 enployees.
$41.8 million in bonus money. (55)

'!his vas an allocation of

A major reason for the success of the canpany began with James
Lincoln's belief that a canpany nee:ls a basic goal that all those
connected with the canpany can lIDderstand and achieve.

'!hat is, that

an enployee should be canpensate:l in proportion to his contribution
toward the canpany' s success.

'!he canpensation was, and is, guaranteed

enployrnen t arrl a year-errl bonus. (56)
not a system but a i:hilosoftly.

Liocoln con terrls that this is

'!he canpany feels that people are its

most valuable asset; that they must feel secure, important, challenge:l,
and in control of their destiny.

'!he enployees are treated with

dignity arrl respect arrl are given the resfX>nsibility for the success of
the canpany. In return, they expect their fair share of the profits.
At Lincoln Electric, enployees get their fair share. (57)
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The General M::>tors Saturn Plant Agreenent

'Ille United Auto w:>rkers (UAW) and Qmeral Motors Corporation
entere:l into a landmark agreenent for their new S:lturn car canplex.
This was the lecrloff to an article in the Raleigh News arrl Cbserver
picked up from the Associated Press on July 27, 1985.

Al though

specific details have not been annourx::e:l, the agreanent establishes the
UAW as a full partner in decisions from the shop floor to executive
levels.

"That is a de:Jree of co-detennina tion never before achieve:] in

U.S. colloctive bargaining," according to UAW President <Men Bieber.
All decisions at the Saturn canplex are to be made by consensus,
arrl any of the parties can block a potential decision.

'lhe initial

group of anployees will be protected with permanent jd::> security.

In

addition, the anployees will be paid a salary rather than as hourly
anployees, perfonnance and attendance bonuses, and profit-sharing
pa~ents.
'!be artificial distinctions between workers and managanent,
such as options to purchase G1 products, separate cafeterias, and
entrarx::es, would be el:iminate:l.

The UAW state:l that the

docision-making process at Saturn would "reflect the :importance and
value of consensus decisions, full participation of the workers arrl
their union, and the free flow of infonnation within the organization."
(58)
'As a result of the joint process, "for the first time, workers

will know whether

Y>B

are makiTB a dollar or not."

Ch the shop floor,

workers will have "much, much more control" than in conventional auto
plants, accordifB to UAW Vice-President, D. F. Ephlin.
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Sane crlditional features of the agreanent :i;:er the UAW staff w=re:
In place of the standard rules and penal ties for
infringing the rules, Saturn will expect members
to live q> to the principles set down in its
mission arrl philosophy statenents. 'Mlere
menbers fail to conform to th.ese principles,
corrective action will enphasize consultation,
guidance, and review, rather than p..mishment!
'lbe Saturn a:_:Jreanent is understood to be a
livi03 docunent that either party may seek to
mcx:lify, and negotiations to that end may be
ini tia too at any time. (59)
'lhese dra:natic changes to the traditional managenent-labor
relationship are evidence of General

~tors'

recognition that the

status quo in their autanotive plants is due for an overhaul.

'lhe

essence of this new agreenent is enployee participation, increasa:i
motivation, and a share in the profits as an incentive.

I believe

changes such as this one will becane more and more ccmnonplace, as
managenent tries to restructure and :improve its canpetitive position in
the world.
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Chick-fil-A (60)

Truett ca thy, founder of the Chick-fil-A fast food chain has
earne:l a reputation as a boss who makes the welfare of his employees
his top priority.

"I place a lot of importance on people, our chief

emphasis is on att:racti03 gooo people because businesses do not succee:l
or fail.

People do."

Cllick-fil-A has a share-the-wealth agreement with the operators of
each restaurant arrl a variety of incentives. '!here are currently 300
restaurants in the chain vmich posted sales of more than $150 million
in 1984. J.\ccordi03 to cathy' "we do thi03s a little differently' but
we' re trying to meet the needs of our people and make this an mjoyable
place to work."
'!he Cllick-fil-A turnover rate is far lower than the industry
average.

'!he canpany receives nearly 1,000 inquiries a month fran

people interested in operating a Cllick-fil-A, mainly attracted by the
canpany' s unique joint-venture agreement. A person can sublease the
franchise for only $5, 000, canpared with hundreds of thousands of
dollars for other chains. In return, the operator pays the chain a 15
percent service charge and then splits the profits 50-50 with the
canpany.

The average salary for the operator is $43,000.

Chick-fil-A

has awarded more than $2.5 million in college scholarship:;, at $1,000
apiece to stlrlent workers.
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CON:LUSION

have attempted to present a case for dranatic changes in the
work envirorment. Obviously, the anployees are a critical elanent in a
I

business venture.

How=ver, a quality product with no buyers, a service

with no people to service, or a pr ice too high for a gooo is useless
and will guarantee failure of the business.
My

focus is on the anployee and the alteration of managanent' s

view of than.

'!he purpose is to increase the stockholders' w=alth (arrl

all the anployees') without a limitation on this increase.

It is

essential that once the incentive systan has been designai arrl the
measuranent and distribution method decided upon that there be no cap
on how much incentive can be distr ibute:L

'!hat is, if a canpany

quadruples its profit, each anployee' s incentive share should be
increasai according to the incentive formula; arrl it should allow for
them to share in the increased profit.

Olang ing the incentive forrnul a

to keep workers fran maki03 too much money has been the danise of many
otherwise successful incentive plans.
alone!

Find what is fair and leave it

A striking excmple canes to mind concerning incentives. In 1984,
state lottery machines swallowai a gross of. $5 billion, with an average
p:i.yout in prizes of 50 percent of the gross receipts. (61)

Al tholJ3h I

cgree that it requires a relatively snall investment in time, money, or
effort to buy a lottery ticket, look at the determination and incentive
people have to purchase a chance.

~

point is people woo are providai

an incentive will work harder, organize better, and do their best to
reach their goal.
In closing, I would like to pose a question.

How many A'Tiericans

do you think YX>uld file arrl p:i.y their Froeral Incane Taxes each year if
the only penalty v.as a one dollar fine?

Isn't the incentive
do things the key to practically all we do?

~

have to

r
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